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The DSIP List (Diversified Stock Income Plan List) focuses on companies that we believe will provide consistent annual 
dividend growth over a long-term investment horizon. Our objective is to provide a broad list of high quality, industry 
leading companies from which an investor can assemble a well-diversified portfolio. Through consistent dividend growth, 
our goal is to help investors stay ahead of the wealth eroding effects of inflation. 

DSIP List Objectives: 

• Potentially provide a higher stream of income over time. With a diversified list of stocks that we believe have the 
potential to raise their dividends with regularity, conservative income and growth-oriented equity investors should 
have the potential to keep up with the rising cost of living. To help achieve this goal of a growing income stream, we 
recommend that investors plan to hold these stocks for an extended period, typically a minimum of five years. 

• Modify risk through diversification. A well-constructed portfolio typically contains stocks from several different 
market sectors.  

• Keep you informed about these stocks through your financial advisor. We notify our financial advisors whenever a 
stock on the DSIP List announces a dividend change, if we add or remove a stock from the strategy, or if any other 
significant events occur. We also publish quarterly updates summarizing activity in the strategy as well as other 
reports on topics of interest. 

No one has control over what stock prices do. But if we can invest in companies for which we have reasonable confidence 
that their products and services will remain in demand in both difficult and favorable economic times, thereby having the 
potential to consistently increase earnings and dividends, over time the stock prices of those companies should increase 
also. In addition, rising dividends have historically tended to cushion the fall of stock prices in challenging markets. It’s 
important to realize, however, that there are no assurances that stock prices will rise or that dividend income will increase. 

History has shown that investing in stocks of high-quality dividend-growing companies over long periods of time has been 
a successful strategy to help investors build wealth, although there is no guarantee that this will be the case going forward. 
Receiving cash dividends up to four times a year with the prospect of dividend increases at least once a year from a 
properly diversified portfolio should help investors get in and stay in the market to participate in the wealth building 
potential of the stock market, even in uncertain or volatile times. The chart on the next page from Ned Davis Research 
shows the returns of S&P 500 stocks categorized by dividend policy and highlights the significance of dividends, and 
dividend growth in particular, with regard to long-term returns. The DSIP List emphasizes owning pieces of what we feel 
are great businesses, many of which sell products or services that most readers know and use, and that have the potential 
to pay growing dividends while waiting for stock prices to reflect the upward trend of dividends (and earnings) over the 
long term.  
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Source: Ned Davis Research. Ned Davis Research has used data provided by Refinitiv and S&P Global in this analysis. Index 
return information is provided for illustrative purposes only. Index returns are not fund returns and are not a forecast of 
expected gains or losses a fund might experience. Index returns reflect general market results, assume the reinvestment of 
dividends and other distributions and do not reflect deduction for fees, expenses or taxes applicable to an actual 
investment nor do they constitute a recommendation to invest in any particular fund or strategy. The S&P 500 is a market 
capitalization-weighted index generally considered representative of the U.S. stock market. An index is unmanaged and 
not available for direct investment. There is no guarantee that dividend-paying stocks will return more than the overall 
stock market. Dividends are not guaranteed and may be reduced, changed or eliminated at any time. Past performance is 
no guarantee of future results. Monthly Data 1/31/1973 – 12/31/2020. Returns based on monthly equal-weighted 
geometric average of total returns of S&P 500 component stocks, with components reconstituted monthly. Copyright 
2021 Ned Davis Research, Inc. Further distribution prohibited without prior permission. All Rights Reserved. 

We have scrutinized the dividend stability and long-term growth potential for every company on the DSIP List, including 
only the stocks of those companies for which we believe the likelihood for regular dividend increases is high, and which we 
consider appropriate for conservative income and growth-oriented investors with a multi-year investment horizon. 

Some investors might be non-committal about dividend growth; but in fact, it is no small feat for a company to be able to 
increase its dividend with regularity. As shown in the figure on the next page, the number of dividend increases from a 
broad universe of publicly traded companies decreased substantially from a peak in 2006 to a trough in 2009. Over that 
period, the number of dividend increases declined from 1,969 to 699, a reduction of 64%. Over that same time period, the 
number of dividend cuts and omissions rose dramatically from 87 to 804, an increase of over 800%! Dividend increases 
have rebounded nicely since the low point in 2009, with 2014 marking a new annual high of 2,280 increases. Notably, 
dividend cuts and omissions jumped to a record 932 in 2020, surpassing 2009’s total. 
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Sources: Standard & Poor’s and Wells Fargo Advisors. There is no guarantee that dividend-paying stocks will return more 
than the overall stock market. Dividends are not guaranteed and are subject to change or elimination. 

Looking a bit more narrowly at just dividend payers in the S&P 500, in 1980 469 of the 500 companies (94%) paid some 
kind of dividend. The percentage of dividend payers dropped steadily until 2001-2002, when this metric hit a low with just 
351 of the S&P 500 members (70%) paying a dividend; coincident with the peak in the market’s “tech bubble.” The 
percentage of dividend payers steadily rebounded from the 2002 lows to 78% in 2007 (390 of 500), before declining again 
in the 2007-2009 recession. In the current low interest rate environment where dividend income has become increasingly 
sought after by investors, the number of dividend payers has grown to 408 (81%), and now exceeds the 2007 level. But, in 
our opinion, it will likely take some time (if ever) to return to the 90% level. 

DSIP List Criteria 

We utilize a disciplined philosophy and methodology that focuses upon finding companies that: 
• appear fundamentally sound (in solid financial condition with investment grade debt, if they have debt), 

• have historically paid dividends well-covered by free cash flow*, 

• operate generally mature, defensive businesses (providing products or services that customers tend to patronize in all 
kinds of economic environments), and 

• most importantly, offer the potential to consistently raise their annual dividends. 

                                                                    

 

* Free cash flow is the amount of cash that a company has left over after it has paid all of its expenses, including investments.   
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We prefer companies that pay cash dividends out of after-tax earnings. Rarely are we attracted to companies that 
maintain or increase their dividends using money generated from activities outside the company’s primary business of 
producing goods or services (for example, by selling assets or increasing borrowings). We look for companies that, in 
addition to increasing their earnings year after year, also generate growth in “free” cash flow, basically more cash than is 
required by the company to pay its bills and employees, invest in its business, and maintain facilities and equipment. This is 
because dividends are paid (and increased) out of free cash flow.  

We intend to add only what we believe are the highest quality companies with the potential for consistent annual dividend 
growth; and then to patiently hold them for an extended period of time, throughout economic and market cycles, selling 
only if the fundamental characteristics of the company have changed materially and presumably permanently for the 
worse. Consequently, we are not likely to include every stock within a particular market sector that meets the basic criteria 
for inclusion on the DSIP List. We aim to include only those companies that are clear industry leaders, and those with the 
strongest financial condition and outlook for sustainable dividend growth. 

Proper Diversification is Extremely Important 

A properly diversified portfolio should contain companies from a number of different sectors, and different business types 
within those sectors. Diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against loss; it can, however, help reduce the 
volatility of a portfolio as measured by its standard deviation (a higher standard deviation means there has been greater 
volatility). Recent sector weightings of the DSIP List and the S&P 500 are presented in the figure below. We recommend 
an investor assemble a portfolio consisting of 20-30 stocks from six to eight sectors with different investment 
characteristics. We would not recommend having a relatively high exposure to any one sector or more than 10% in any one 
stock. 

Investors looking for current income may find better yields than holdings that the DSIP List has to offer in fixed income 
securities or other investment types but to capture the potential for growing income, it is typically necessary to consider 
dividend-paying equities as part of an overall asset allocation strategy. For DSIP List purposes, we consider a stock that 
offers a good dividend yield but has no potential for dividend growth to be a relatively unattractive investment. A high 
quality bond with a similar yield may offer a better return with less risk. 

 
Sources: Wells Fargo Advisors, FactSet. Data as of 6/30/2021. An index is unmanaged and not available for direct 
investment. Subject to change. 
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Some investors are comfortable owning only one kind of stock, perhaps a company or industry they know well or a group 
which, in the past, has been fairly stable and predictable in its results, such as utility stocks. Utilities, after all, typically enjoy 
a dependable cash flow stream because customers view the service the utility provides as essential, paying their utility bills 
regularly each month. Regulatory changes, however, and other competitive factors have affected the monopoly status of 
local utilities, further emphasizing the need for selectivity in investment choices, and the wisdom of diversifying beyond 
utility stocks. 

Similarly, we advise against confining a portfolio to only the highest yielding investments. Remember that a dividend yield 
significantly greater than the overall market or a company’s peers frequently signals a higher degree of risk, including the 
risk that the income stream may not be sustainable. 

Removing Stocks from the DSIP List 

Most successful stock investors set emotions aside and seek to patiently build wealth over time. Our hope is that through 
a disciplined process for adding stocks to the DSIP List, we rarely have to consider their removal. However, companies 
evolve and markets are dynamic. The main reason we remove a stock is because we are no longer comfortable with the 
company’s prospects for consistent annual dividend growth. This typically happens when the criteria we look at to add a 
stock begin to deteriorate, or are expected to do so. Examples would include an unsustainably high payout ratio (dividends 
per share as a percentage of earnings per share), prolonged weakness in earnings or free cash flow growth, and 
deteriorating balance sheet strength. We rarely remove a stock solely for valuation reasons; although we encourage 
investors to realize capital gains in particular stocks if and when it makes sense in individual portfolios, reinvesting the 
proceeds in other, more attractively valued DSIP List companies. 

The DSIP List is Appropriate for Many Investors 

We consider the DSIP List appropriate for conservative investors seeking some income and growth from their equity 
portfolios. It may also be appropriate for more aggressive investors who prefer to keep a portion of their portfolios in more 
conservative equity securities. Young investors can potentially benefit from decades of dividend growth and reinvestment 
in a diversified portfolio of DSIP List stocks. Investors looking to build or rebuild their retirement accounts may find this 
strategy appropriate. Retired individuals may benefit from the possibility of receiving annual dividend increases. In our 
opinion, the decision as to whether a particular security is appropriate for an individual portfolio should be made by 
investors with their financial advisors, with full consideration given to existing portfolio holdings as well as investment 
objectives, risk tolerance and time horizon. 

Consider Dividend Reinvestment 

One way to potentially enhance the total return potential of a portfolio is to reinvest cash dividends to buy more shares of 
stock. A dividend reinvestment program allows for automatic reinvestment of dividends into additional shares of the 
stock. If the dividends are reinvested on a day when the share price is lower, more shares are purchased; and if the stock 
price is higher, then fewer shares are purchased. A systematic investment plan does not guarantee a profit or protect 
against loss in a declining market, and investors should consider their ability to continue investing through periods of low 
price levels. We believe investors who reinvest dividends, as well as investors who want to initiate or add to stock positions, 
should welcome market pullbacks. Ask your financial advisor about dividend reinvestment, a service that allows you to 
more fully take advantage of the growth potential of your dividend income. 

We realize that you might choose to take delivery of cash dividends. Please understand, however, that you will not have the 
opportunity to take advantage of the compounding effect of dividend reinvestment, which may affect your total return. 
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Investment Risks 

As with any investment strategy, there are risks associated with investing in DSIP List stocks. There will be times when 
dividend-paying stocks are out of favor relative to other investment themes. For example, coming out of a recession, 
stocks that are more cyclically tied to a rebound in economic growth may outperform the generally defensive names on 
the DSIP List. As DSIP List stocks are predominantly large-cap in nature, there will be times when small company stocks 
outperform those included on the DSIP List. Our methodology for choosing stocks focuses on high quality dividend 
growers. For various reasons, some market sectors will have more companies that meet criteria for inclusion than others 
(Consumer Staples and Utilities come to mind). Consequently, there will be times when the market favors sectors not as 
heavily represented in the strategy as others. In general, the defensive nature of the DSIP List tends toward 
underperformance in rapidly rising markets, and relative outperformance in down markets, given the downside cushion 
potentially provided by rising dividends. 

How Can You Participate? 

If you would like to read more about the concept of investing in stocks with the potential for rising dividends to enhance 
total return, ask your financial advisor for our report titled Why Invest in Stocks? 

There is more than one way to participate in this strategy. Your Wells Fargo Advisors financial advisor can help you choose 
the way that best suits your individual financial goals and risk tolerance. 

Please contact your financial advisor if you would like a copy of a DSIP List performance report. 

Risk Considerations 

There is no guarantee that the DSIP List will meet its investment objectives or that dividend-paying companies will 
produce positive results. All investing involves risk including the possible loss of principal. 

Equity securities are subject to market risk which means their value may fluctuate in response to general economic and 
market conditions, the prospects of individual companies, and industry sectors. Investments in equity securities are 
generally more volatile than other types of securities. 

The DSIP List is concentrated in dividend-paying sectors of the economy which may subject it to more risks than if it were 
more broadly diversified over numerous sectors of the economy. This will increase the portfolio’s vulnerability to any single 
economic, political or regulatory development affecting these sectors or the industries within the sectors and may result in 
greater price volatility. The income generated by the portfolio’s holdings is dependent upon the dividend policies of the 
companies in which it invests. If a company in which the portfolio invests stock price falls, it can be an indication of a loss of 
confidence in the company’s ability to generate profits, the company is incurring losses, or that it current dividend is 
unsustainable. There is no guarantee that dividend-paying stocks will return more than the overall stock market. Dividends 
are not guaranteed and may be reduced, changed or eliminated at any time. 

General Disclosures 

Wells Fargo Advisors publishes several theme-based lists of recommended equity securities. Each list is based on a specific 
investment objective and time horizon which may be different from the other lists. This may cause Wells Fargo Advisors to 
recommend an equity security to be added to one list and removed from another list. Thus, one list may contain different 
recommendations or conclusions that could result in short-term price movements contrary to the recommendations in 
another list. 

Additional information available upon request. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The material 
contained herein has been prepared from sources and data we believe to be reliable but we make no guarantee as to its 
accuracy or completeness. This material is published solely for informational purposes and is not an offer to buy or sell or a 
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or investment product. Opinions and estimates are as of a certain date 
and subject to change without notice. 
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Wells Fargo Advisors is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority, but is not licensed or registered with any financial services regulatory authority outside of the U.S. Non-U.S. 
residents who maintain U.S.-based financial services account(s) with Wells Fargo Advisors may not be afforded certain 
protections conferred by legislation and regulations in their country of residence in respect of any investments, 
investment transactions or communications made with Wells Fargo Advisors. 

Wells Fargo Advisors is a trade name used by Wells Fargo Clearing Services, LLC and Wells Fargo Advisors Financial 
Network, LLC, Members SIPC, separate registered broker-dealers and non-bank affiliates of Wells Fargo & Company. 

©2021 Wells Fargo Clearing Services, LLC. All rights reserved. CAR 0721-02569 v07.22.2021  
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